
The culture war in America intensified as never before in
2015 and the religious liberty of believers came under
increasing assault. Just as Liberty Counsel and many others
predicted, the catastrophic Obergefell v. Hodges same-sex
“marriage” opinion opened the floodgates to the persecution
of Christians and other people with moral convictions.

The chilling arrest and imprisonment of Rowan County,
Kentucky, County Clerk Kim Davis for the simple exercise
of her Christian conscience is one of the most flagrant

examples of this new persecution to date. Her detention and the
ongoing legal vendetta against her show the grim determination of
pro-homosexual radicals to force their agenda on all Americans.
Simply put, they’re out to force every person of faith into total
submission and to crush religious liberty.
Justice Samuel Alito’s stark warning came true just weeks after

the 5-4 opinion of five lawyers was released. In his dissent to
Obergefell, he stated, “I assume that those who cling to old beliefs
will be able to whisper their thoughts in the recesses of their homes,
but if they repeat those views in public, they will risk being labeled
as bigots and treated as such by governments, employers, and
schools.” Vilified as a “bigot” and far worse, Kim Davis was behind
bars by early September, despite adhering to Kentucky law while
standing for her First Amendment rights of
religious liberty and freedom of conscience.
But the renewed assault on religious

freedom doesn’t stop with public
officials. Christian-owned businesses
(as we’ve already seen with bakers,
florists, and photographers),
Christian doctors, attorneys,
Christian colleges, and churches
will all be caught up in the assault

on religious liberty unleashed by the Court’s ruling in late June.
To win this battle – and we can – we must stand together. That’s

why, since the day the Supreme Court announced its outrageous
and unconstitutional same-sex “marriage” opinion, we have been
sounding the alarm and calling citizens across the nation to commit
to taking an all-important action: Resist this unconstitutional and
unjust opinion! As Christians, and as Americans, attempts to
redefine marriage creates a line we cannot and will not cross.
Through aggressive media campaigns, we have rallied

hundreds of thousands of citizens in our call to defend natural
marriage and stand for our First Amendment rights. Our message
has been seen by an estimated 45 million Americans. And we have
been inundated with requests for legal assistance from county
clerks and others whose religious consciences are under direct
attack by the demands of the radical homosexual community.
That is why we are so thankful for friends like you. Your

generosity makes it possible to vigorously defend Kim Davis and
many others like her. And your support fueled our groundbreaking
nationwide Push for Liberty campaign. Because of you, we’re
pushing back for freedom in the wake of the Supreme Court’s
unjust, ungrounded ruling on same-sex “marriage.”

As you review the results of your support in the many
legal actions and noteworthy cultural engagements
that are listed in this report, please know that none
of this would have been possible without your
generosity and prayer support. Simply put: YOU
are crucial to this fight!
Many more battles await in 2016 and the

challenges to believers and their constitutional
rights will escalate. But be encouraged!

Thank you for your commitment to
liberty and patriotism  in 2015.

BATTLE FOR LIBERTY ESCALATES IN 2015 AS SUPREME
COURT UNLEASHES ASSAULT ON RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
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LIBERTY COUNSEL HAD AN EVER-GROWING
IMPACT ON THE CULTURE IN 2015

Together, We are Fighting for
Life, Liberty, and Family!

The following brief synopsis of hundreds of
cases and other legal and policy actions
Liberty Counsel undertook in 2015 is just
a sampling of the actual volume of activity
friends like you have enabled us to
achieve. Beside being one of the nation’s
first Christian legal ministries, we are also
among the most aggressive and
productive. We have organized the
highlights of our activities over the past
calendar year in accordance with Liberty
Counsel’s motto: Restoring the Culture by
Advancing Religious Freedom, the Sanctity
of Human Life, and the Family.

Religious Freedom
• Defended and continue to represent Kentucky Clerk
Kim Davis who was sent to jail for refusing to issue
under her name and authority a license for marriage
that conflicts with God’s definition of marriage as the
union of a man and a woman.

• Filed suit on behalf of North Carolina Magistrate
Judges who refused to issue marriage licenses to same-
sex couples, and supported the passage of religious
freedom exemptions.

• Offered counsel and representation and policies for
churches to protect them against same-sex “marriage” and
other radical LGBT initiatives.

• Defended the free speech rights of a Michigan business
owner who was slandered, and vandalized. When he

sought an open meeting, he was unconstitutionally
charged three times the normal price for facility rental at
a local public school. Liberty Counsel successfully elimi-
nated the extra cost.

• Offered pro bono representation to a military general
who was attacked for speaking and praying at the
National Day of Prayer event.

• Defended and successfully restored the grades of a
college student at a Florida community college who was
given failing grades when she refused to embrace her
teacher’s anti-Christian bias in her assignments.

• Won federal law suits in North Carolina and Massachusetts
where public libraries had policies prohibiting Christian
viewpoints in the meeting rooms.

• Represented an ordained minister after the Kentucky
Juvenile Department expelled him from ministering to
juveniles in jail because he would not sign a document
saying he would never describe homosexual conduct as
sinful and he would not offer hope of changing sexual
orientation or behavior.

• Filed an important amicus brief at the U.S. Supreme
Court on behalf of a church in a case in which the
Court ruled that the sign ordinance restricting what the
church could display was unconstitutional.

• Offered pro bono defense to an Indiana school district for
their 30-year tradition of putting on a “Christmas
Spectacular” program for the community after they were
sued by the ACLU and other anti-religious legal groups.

• Presented oral argument at a federal court of appeals
and resolved more than 40 cases involving Child
Evangelism Fellowship (CEF) in multiple states where
school districts formerly discriminated against the Good
News Clubs in terms of use of the facilities, time of use,
fees, and announcements or advertisements. Now many
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children will be able to hear the Good News in public
schools, where they couldn’t before our interventions.

• Threatened a Kentucky city with a lawsuit for misclas-
sifying a monument in the shape of a large cross and
denying the building permits to erect it on private
property.

• Filed suit on behalf of two policy organizations and
prepared briefs to the Alabama Supreme Court urging
the court to contemplate the marriage decision’s
substantial assault on the rule of law, democracy, and
natural law, and urged the court to uphold the
religious freedom of probate judges who refuse to issue
same-sex “marriage” licenses.

• Demanded a Wisconsin university reverse a professor’s
open and explicit hostility against religion by threatening
a failing grade for a group presentation if it included
references to the Bible as a part of the assignment.

• Exonerated a student at Nassau County School Board in
Florida after he faced discipline for stating, “God bless
America” on a school public announcement system.

• Defended a church meeting in a store front mall in Lake
Worth, Florida, where a code enforcement officer and
City Council member used KGB-style spying tactics,
intimidation, and attempted to force the church to
obtain a business license contrary to the law as a means
to force the church to relocate.

• Filed an amicus brief at the U.S. Supreme Court
advocating the overturn of the so-called “Lemon Test”
which has frequently been used by the Court to
eradicate religion and religious symbols or words from
the public square.

Sanctity of Human Life
• Liberty Counsel hand-delivered tens of thousands of
petitions urging Congress to investigate and defund
Planned Parenthood for selling baby organs harvested 
by abortion.

• Successfully defended a pastor’s right to speak out on
abortion after he was arrested and jailed for four hours
simply for holding a sign stating that abortion kills
children.

• Represented a peaceful pro-life counselor and filed a
brief appealing to the Florida District Court of Appeals
to reverse a “stalking” injunction wrongfully issued by a

judge on behalf of an abortion clinic.

• Joined hundreds of thousands of pro-life Americans at 
the annual March for Life in Washington, DC.

The Family
• In support of our client, Kim Davis, the Kentucky
court clerk who refused to issue marriage licenses, we
have distributed 40 press releases, conducted several
hundred media interviews, and have written more than
3,000 pages of briefs and legal responses pertaining to
her defense.

• Filed briefs and response briefs and presented oral
argument for Kentucky clerk Kim Davis in federal court
when she was sued by the ACLU for refusing to issue
marriage licenses.

• Represent a Texas clerk who publically declared the
Supreme Court marriage ruling to be illegitimate and
who refuses to issue same-sex “marriage” licenses.

• Filed suit on behalf of North Carolina magistrates who
refuse to issue marriage licenses to same-sex couples.

• Offered free representation to a Virginia public school
after the ACLU sued them for not allowing a girl to
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have access to the boys’ restrooms, even though the
school had already accommodated the female student
with a private, one stall bathroom.

• Filed suit at the Alabama Supreme Court on behalf of
two policy organizations and obtained a court order
blocking the issuance of marriage licenses to same-sex
couples.

• Continued our efforts supporting a minor with
unwanted same-sex attraction who deeply wishes to
continue counseling by filing an appeal at the U.S.
Supreme Court and urging them to take up our case
against the New Jersey law that bans counseling to
diminish or eliminate unwanted same-sex attractions or
behavior for minors.

• Submitted an important brief to the U.S. Supreme Court
exposing the statistically and scientifically fraudulent “data”
Alfred Kinsey derived from serial child rapists, sex offenders,
prisoners, prostitutes, pedophiles, and pederasts, which is
being manipulated to attack natural marriage.

• Successfully aided a grassroots effort repealing a law
passed by the Fayetteville, Arkansas, City Council
requiring churches, Christian schools, and para-church
ministries to hire homosexuals for “secular” jobs (such as
school teachers), allow men to use women’s restrooms
and locker rooms, and require Christian business
owners to service same-sex “weddings” under threat of
criminal prosecution.

• Filed three law suits to stop Florida clerks from
providing marriage licenses to same-sex couples.

• Supported the marriage laws in Puerto Rico when their
Solicitor General refused to defend natural marriage and left
no one defending their current laws.

• Defended natural marriage in Nebraska, Arkansas,
Missouri, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, North Carolina,
and Texas.

• Filed an amicas brief at the U.S. Supreme Court
defending natural marriage in Michigan, Ohio,
Kentucky, and Tennessee.

• Sent a letter to every member of the Washington, D.C. 
City Council opposing elimination of the exemption in 
the Human Rights Act that allowed private religious
schools to practice their faith pertaining to human
sexuality and also banned sexual orientation change
efforts because it would violate the fundamental rights of
counselors, minors, and parents.

• Continued to defend Massachusetts pastor Scott Lively,
who faces charges from Sexual Minorities of Uganda
(SMUG) for allegedly violating international law by
speaking out against homosexual conduct while visiting
Uganda. Even though the Supreme Court ruled in 2012
that the Alien Tort Statute cannot be used against
citizens in America for alleged violations of international
law, the federal judge, who calls himself the “legislator of
mankind,” refused to dismiss the case.

• Represented a doctor who was terminated after he
provided information to hospital authorities about the
health consequences of homosexual conduct when the
hospital sought to promote an LGBT agenda.

Other Significant Events
• Organized The Awakening 2015: Rebuilding the Wall
prayer and patriotism event with 37 speakers including
Franklin Graham, Governor Mike Huckabee, Senator
Rick Santorum, James Robison, and Mat Staver.

• Supported 367 bipartisan congressmen warning
President Obama against any agreement with Iran and
stressing the importance of resolving the threat to our
national security.

• Launched the Thirteenth Annual Friend or Foe Gradu-
ation Prayer Campaign to educate and, when necessary,
litigate to ensure that prayer and religious viewpoints are
not censored from graduation.

• Launched the Thirteenth Annual Friend or Foe Christmas
Campaign to encourage the open celebration of Christmas
and the religious meaning of the season. We also publish a
Naughty and Nice list, which catalogs retailers who either
censor (naughty) or recognize (nice) Christmas.

For more information on
these and other Liberty
Counsel entities and

outreaches, please visit
LibertyCounsel.com



Liberty Counsel fought many intense battles in 2015, sending out more than 140 million citizen action messages over the Internet in support of several strategic
initiatives. Among many other efforts, we launched (and continue) a massive campaign calling for resistance to the Supreme Court’s unjust ruling on same-sex
“marriage” in Obergefell vs. Hodges. At top left, the logo of Covenant Journey (CJ), Liberty Counsel’s newest outreach is prominently displayed as it is one of our

most important organizational developments for 2015. CJ provides American Christian college students with an
immersive and educational tour of Israel. This tour is unlike any other, and is designed to help participants to
discover and affirm their Christian identity through personal experiences with biblical and modern Israel. The
assistance of generous benefactors allows us to make the experience possible for just a $500 fee for a tour

worth at least 10 times as much! Reviews for the
initial tours involving scores of students have
been extremely enthusiastic – please pray for
Covenant Journey’s ongoing success! Our
powerful Push For Liberty effort (campaign
bumper sticker, top left) has enlisted well over
200,000 concerned citizens and reached

nearly 35 million additional viewers
of our widely broadcast 60-second
television commercial. When our
client, Rowan County, Kentucky,
County Clerk Kim Davis was sent to jail for six
days for following her conscience and refusing
to issue marriage licenses (shown at left with a
deputy clerk while reading her official
statement to the press, surrounded by law
enforcement officials including several repre-
senting the jurisdiction of Rowan County), we

experienced the most extensive media presence in our history
with our attorneys involved in hundreds of broadcast events over
just a few weeks’ time. At bottom left, Chief Counsel Harry
Mihet provides an update on the case for dozens of media
representatives and other interested parties. At left, a Child
Evangelism Fellowship (CEF) Good News Club instructor shares a Bible story
with class members in a public school after school hours. In 2015, Liberty
Counsel resolved more than 40 cases and argued in a federal court of appeals
to ensure that CEF continues to have access to public facilities nationwide. At
lower left, Founder and Chairman Mat Staver is shown addressing an
audience of thousands of attendees at the 2015 Values Voter Summit
convention in Washington, D.C. Liberty Counsel provided a bumper sticker
with the words “An Unjust Law is No Law At All” to all interested parties. At
lower center, Founder and Chairman Mat Staver joins other national

leaders at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C., in April announcing they had
gathered over 60,000 signatures of concerned citizens (thousands of them from
leaders of Christian and conservative organizations) at DefendMarriage.org in support
of natural marriage. As the nation reacted to the unjust Supreme Court ruling on
same-sex “marriage,” Liberty Counsel rolled out our extensive “Appeal To
Heaven” campaign, calling on American Christians to appeal to a yet higher Court
as so many of our citizens and leaders have since the nation’s founding (campaign
yard sign and “Pray &Vote” bumper sticker at bottom right). Throughout 2015, we
have rallied Americans to “Stand Your Ground For Religious Freedom” (SYG

campaign bumper sticker top right) at a time that assaults on our First
Amendment freedom of religion and right of conscience have dramatically
escalated. Just under the SYG sticker, At center right, a Florida
Fellowship of Christian Athletes chapter gathers at their public
school’s flagpole with signs saying, “Thank You Liberty Counsel”
after our legal team intervened on their behalf to secure their right
to do so. At right, Liberty Counsel’s latest publication, the
Patriot’s Handbook On Intercessory Prayer For The United
States, was released in November and is now available to friends
who can give $20 or more to support our aggressive efforts to
“Restore the Culture by Advancing Religious Freedom, the Sanctity
of Life, and the Family.” You can order this important resource by
visiting our online store at LC.org or by alling 407-875-1776.
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2015 Ministry Projects 
and Other Affiliations
• Sent hundreds of thousands of dollars to support persecuted
Christians in the Middle East through Liberty Counsel’s
Liberty Relief International (LRI) humanitarian project.

• Liberty Counsel created and distributed 783 radio
segments including our 15-minute weekday program
Faith & Freedom and 60-second weekday radio program
Freedom’s Call which are broadcast on more than 500
radio stations each weekday reaching millions of listeners.
In addition, Liberty Counsel produces 60-second weekday
editions of Llamado de Libertad, the only Hispanic,
conservative public-policy radio show in the United States.
Liberty Counsel’s 30-minute version of Faith & Freedom
radio program is now aired on Kaliki, an on-demand
audio news and information platform.

• Beyond our traditional media, we spread our message to
Americans through social media including Facebook,
Twitter, and YouTube.

• We sent more than 160 Liberty Alert email updates in
2015 and News Releases to tens of thousands of
subscribers several times per week.

• This year, Liberty Counsel attorneys and staff have
responded to hundreds of media inquiries and we have
appeared in thousands of news stories in America, as well
as around the world.

• Launched the Faith & FreedomTV program on TBN’s
new Salsa TV network.

• Began production on a new TV series called Why Israel
Matters: Past, Present, and Forever for the TBN network.

• Released Liberty Counsel’s feature film, Uncommon, on
DVD in Walmarts nationwide. See UncommonFilm.com
and Facebook.com/UncommonFilm.

• Relaunched Liberty Counsel’s main website with a new
design and a better format to interact with people on
mobile devices. LC.org

• The Liberty Counsel Connect website links all of the
Liberty Counsel entities and provides updates and inter-
active news. This website allows easy access to the websites
of our various ministry outreaches. LibertyCounsel.com

• Liberty Counsel Action is a 501(c)(4) sister organization.
This group increases our ability to engage in issue
advocacy and lobbying legislators and other elected
officials. LCAction.org

• Liberty Action PAC, in affiliation with our sister organi-
zation Liberty Counsel Action, will mobilize millions of

voters in the days leading up to the 2016 general election
through Pastors & Patriots and Who Will Stand rallies,
iPledge and iStand teleconferences, telephone calls,
mailings, and millions of emails. Over 90% of Liberty
Counsel members vote!

• Christians in Defense of Israel and the Liberty Ambas-
sador Counsel connect hundreds of thousands of
Americans with the nation of Israel, including tours of
biblical sites, special briefings by Israeli leaders, and
teleconferences with Israeli officials. LibertyCounsel.com

• Covenant Journey is an exciting ministry of Liberty
Counsel that brought students from 85 colleges and
universities to Israel at a cost to the student of only $500
in 2015. This is a life-changing experience that strengthens
the participants’ Christian faith and equips them to be
goodwill ambassadors for Israel. Covenant Journey.com

• New Revolution Institute provides training to educate and
mobilize citizen activists in order to advance our nation’s
core values and celebrate its first principles. Liberty Counsel
launched its first online training program this year.

• New Revolution Publishers produces books and educa-
tional materials on American history, the Founding
Fathers, first principles, and Christian citizen activism.

• New Revolution Media launched a new state-of-the-art
broadcast and recording studio in Orlando to enable
Liberty Counsel to record radio and audio programs,
produce videos, and uplink interviews with media
outlets nationwide.

• Partnered with the National Hispanic Christian
Leadership Conference-CONEL, the largest Hispanic
organization in the country comprised of 40,118
Evangelical Hispanic churches in America and about
500,000 outside America. Mat Staver serves as the Vice
President of the NHCLC-CONEL Board of Directors
and Chief Legal Counsel. Liberty Counsel Action serves as
the legislative and policy arm of the group.

• Enlisted people to pray and intercede for America through
the Liberty Prayer Network, a prayer ministry collabo-
rating with our extensive group of friends and supporters.
LPN is headed by International Director Maureen Bravo.

• Continued our strategic partnership with seven other
pro-life organizations to support the website LifeU-
nited.org, which provides a wide range of resources in
order to end abortion and help women and families
victimized by abortion.

• Co-drafted the Marriage Solidarity Pledge that was signed
by hundreds of national leaders and tens of thousands of
citizens committed to defend marriage and pledging to
obey God rather than man on the matter of marriage.
DefendMarriage.org
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Farah (not her real name) is one of the thousands of Christian
women who have been held as sex slaves by ISIS. The savage
Muslim terror group has swallowed nearly one-third of Iraq and

Syria since mid-2014, imposing a reign of terror everywhere it plants
its black flag.
ISIS thugs repeatedly raped and then dumped Farah as human

garbage in a Kurdish city. There, a nun spotted her wandering
aimlessly — dirty, disheveled, and near collapse, wearing a
burqa. When she drew near to the nun, Farah revealed her face
and whispered, “I am from the Christian area.”
The nun was shocked, never expecting to see a Christian

woman dressed as a Muslim. She immediately brought Farah to a
Liberty Relief International supported camp where volunteers
tended to her physical and emotional needs.

MORE THAN 100,000 RESCUED IN 2015
Because of friends like you, Liberty Relief International worked

in 2015 with its front-line partners in Iraq and Syria to rescue
persecuted Christians like Farah and other religious minorities. 
You helped deliver urgently needed food, water, medicine, shelter,
blankets, counseling, and hope.
“We have not been forgotten,” a mother exclaimed, bursting into

tears at news from one of our “boots-on-the-ground” partners that
aid was on its way. She overflowed with gratitude for friends like you
who support and pray for the victims of ISIS brutality and terror.
More than 10 million people have been ripped from cities and

villages in Iraq and Syria. Islamic extremists have chased nearly
every Christian in Iraq from their homes. It’s the worst refugee
crisis since World War II.
Since July 2014, Muslim extremists in the Middle East have

intensely persecuted more than 400,000 Christians. Conservative
estimates say ISIS has brutally slaughtered more than 3,000 men,
women, and children over the same time frame simply because of
their unwillingness to convert to Islam.

• ISIS fighters have herded men and boys as young as 12
together at gunpoint, forced them to kneel, and then opened
fire, execution style.

• Women and girls as young as eight have been abducted and
raped – treated as “spoils of war.”

• Children have been beheaded, crucified, and even buried alive.

RELIGIOUS CLEANSING IN THE MIDDLE EAST
A recent report by the Pew Research Center says that more Chris-

tians were being persecuted in the Middle East than at any time in
history. ISIS calls their assaults “religious cleansing.”
Determined and committed not to allow ISIS to sweep

Christianity from its birthplace, Liberty Relief International is

working aggressively with partner organizations throughout the
region, providing much-needed funds to bolster the Christian
presence that remains.
Launched just a few months after ISIS evil erupted in 2014,

Liberty Relief International has been rallying support for those
facing the harshest of persecution from ISIS terrorists. Whether in
an abandoned church, school, or a collection of tents, thousands of
men, women, and children can drop their burdens and fear of
being raped, tortured, and even murdered because of their faith. In
fact, as one camp worker explained, “Here they are bathed in the
love of Jesus Christ.”
Your generosity is bringing relief to many, but the need has

escalated. The fall of Ramadi in June, the largest city in western
Iraq, created a flood of new refugees seeking assistance. And food
shortages in Iraq threaten to make life for Iraq’s displaced millions
even more harsh.

CONTINUE ASKING GOD TO INTERVENE
Please pray for these persecuted brothers and sisters. They fled

their homes with not much more than the shirts on their backs
and have lost everything. Many were doctors and lawyers. Some
were farmers, businessmen, and merchants. Now they’re forced to
rely on others for food and shelter — and they don’t know what
the future holds.
Join the men and women petitioning God on behalf of these

distressed and persecuted refugees. They are members, with us, of
Christ’s Body, the Church. “And if one member suffers, all the
members suffer with it” (1 Corinthians 12:26). That’s why
believers are told to “Remember the prisoners as if chained with
them – those who are mistreated – since you yourselves are in the
body also” (Hebrews 13:3).

YOU BROUGHT LIFE-SAVING RELIEF TO CHRISTIANS ON THE EDGE OF EXTINCTION
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The 2015 Year-End Partners’ Report is published for the  benefit of
Liberty Counsel’s friends and supporters. Additional copies of this

report may be obtained by writing to the address listed. Feel free to
reproduce its contents for inclusion in a civic flyer or a church

 bulletin. Thank you for your interest in Liberty Counsel’s vital work
and for your continuing prayer and financial support!

Because of You, TV Campaign Reaches 65 Million

Just after the Supreme Court issued its catastrophic same-sex“marriage” ruling in June, Liberty Counsel needed a way to
quickly reach and mobilize millions to resist this lawless decision.
Liberty Counsel has already rallied more than 200,000 people

in defense of natural marriage, but more needs to be done. We
need to reach additional tens of millions with a “call to resist” and
to actively engage hundreds of thousands of citizens in what is
truly a battle for the very soul of our nation.

Historic First
Knowing friends like you would rally in support, we stepped

out with a historic first for Liberty Counsel: A dramatic new
nationwide TV ad campaign that launched in August. Made
possible by your generosity, our powerful Push For Liberty ad
reached tens of millions of viewers on Fox News, Blaze TV,
NewsMax TV, and other networks. The ad called on citizens
across the nation to rise up with a united voice and Push For
Liberty against the Supreme Court’s unconstitutional and
 tyrannical ruling.
The spot “hit a nerve.” Our goal was to rally at least 100,000

citizens to “push for liberty” in the first 30 days. But within the
first 24 hours, viewer response overwhelmed our call centers. The
early results were more than three times what was anticipated!

Campaign has Major Impact
The trend continued with an off-the-charts response that gave

us hope for America. Thanks to the commitment of patriots like
you, our Push for Liberty campaign eventually reached more than
65 million citizens with its call to push back against judicial
tyranny! And more than 200,000 people have joined Liberty
Counsel in standing for marriage by signing our petition.
Because of you, Push For Liberty

successfully rallied citizens to resist activist judges who think they
can redefine marriage. Clearly, the Lord has blessed this vital project!
Based on the results, it is clear Americans are fed up with the

judicial activism of five unelected lawyers who abandoned the
Constitution and imposed same-sex “marriage” on our nation.

Standing with Kim Davis
Rowan County, Kentucky, County Clerk Kim Davis generated

intense nationwide attention in September when she courageously
chose jail rather than violate her Christian conscience by issuing
“marriage” licenses to same-sex couples.
“This is a heaven or hell issue for me and for every other

Christian that believes,” said Davis, who is defended by Liberty
Counsel. “This is a fight worth fighting... I’ve weighed the cost
and I’m prepared to go to jail.”

Handcuffed and Held for Six Days
Taken away from a hearing in handcuffs and held for six days in a

jail cell, Kim is the first person in American history to be locked up by
the U.S. government for faithfully adhering to Christian convictions.
She is just one of many victims of the unconstitutional edict of five
unelected lawyers who imposed their view of marriage on the nation.
Many in the media ridiculed Kim for her stand. Some of her

opponents sent death threats. That’s why Liberty Counsel rallied
Americans to her cause with a massive “Stand With Kim” drive
linked to our Push for Liberty campaign.

Thank You for Standing with Us!
Hundreds of thousands people rushed to support Kim and

your generosity made it all possible. Thank you for partnering
with Liberty Counsel enabling us to stand with this champion of
freedom to push back against judicial tyranny!

 


